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ABSTRACT

The Web has created a global marketplace for e-Commerce as well as for talent. Online employment marketplaces provide an effective channel to facilitate the matching between job seekers and hirers. This paper presents an initial exploration of user behavior in job and talent search using query and click logs from a popular employment marketplace. The observations suggest that the understanding of users’ search behavior in this scenario is still at its infancy and that some of the assumptions made in general web search may not hold true. The open challenges identified so far are presented.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The Web has created a global marketplace for e-Commerce and also employment. Job and talent search are two complementary sides of the employment marketplace, with both intended to pair people with opportunities. Job search – the process of an individual monitoring for opportunities, or seeking fresh employment in roles for which they have the skills and experience and for which they will be paid a suitable level of compensation – is a traditional marketplace, dominated for many decades by newspaper classified advertising. Talent search – in which a company or employer seeks candidates who might be suitable for a position within their business that is (or might shortly be) available – is a more recent addition to this ecosystem.

Both job search and talent search have become increasingly offered as effective online services: unemployed persons who look for work online are re-employed about 25% faster than comparable workers who do not search online [7]. In other research, it has been shown that employees who found their roles online tend to stay on for longer. More specifically, “exit rates are lowered by at least 28% when the internet is used as a job search tool” [10]. The scale and reach of these services, and their benefits in terms of both personal and corporate productivity, make online job and talent search enormously valuable: the global online job/talent search market has been recently estimated at $20-30 billion annually.1

As search activities, the job and talent search processes have different aims to standard web or enterprise information search. Users of job and talent search services tend to have search needs with at least some specific parameters (usually including the type of job, even if expressed via an uncontrolled vocabulary, and often including locational constraints), but may not have a specific document or even employer in mind. Indeed, for a job searcher there is an element of “feeling lucky” every time they search, even if they enter the same query as they did last week. At the same time, the psychology of job seekers and hirers also contributes to a somewhat more recall-oriented searching process than is usually ascribed to web search. The desire to not miss out on a dream job or a talented candidate may mean that the users are more engaged

with the search process, and invest more time in perusing results listings.

However, job seekers – unlike patent or legal searchers – are unlikely to wish to examine all results that satisfy a measure of relevance. When faced with hundreds of matches for one query, they are instead likely to add refinements, and also adjust their internal calibration as to what they are seeking. A person who searches for “barista in Melbourne” and is shown hundreds of matching position vacancies might well immediately re-query with an added “salary range” filter, or specify a more precise geographical location. This type of search activity is not dissimilar to certain domains of vertical search such as automobile or real estate sales [14], in which users are similarly conscious of the high/long-term impact of the decision that is being considered, and may iterate dozens or even hundreds of times before taking a further step, such as applying for a position, or seeking more information.

Talent search – when a company or organization is searching across resumes and personal descriptions in order to identify candidates that might be interested in applying for vacant or forthcoming positions – is similar to the task of finding an expert [1, 2], although arguably in a richer environment, since certain factors are likely to be more critical (for example, specific experience, or geographic location).

In this paper, we present preliminary work comparing users’ search behavior for job search, talent search and more traditional web-search. Our purpose is to better understand whether the underlying assumptions we have with regard to user models, ranking factors and success metrics in web search can (or should) hold true for job and talent search. Long-term, our aim is to understand what properties of user behaviors, target documents (job ads or user profiles) and their summary descriptions lead to users clicking through to the documents and on to job applications or recruitment requests. Ideally, this would include an accounting of the different reasons a user may have for posing a job or talent search query. For example, an unemployed person might be actively job hunting, whereas someone currently employed might be researching market salaries in order to negotiate within their existing position. Similarly, a user of a talent search service might be primarily seeking to understand how competitive the marketplace is at present and trying to decide whether it is even worth commencing a recruitment campaign for a proposed new role.

The overall goal of such analysis is to improve services to users via improved matching of positions on offer, improved pools of potential candidates being generated, and higher levels of employer and employee satisfaction. With that objective as our goal, the next section examines characteristics of user behavior when performing job and talent search, and compares these to characteristics of web search behaviors. We use job and talent search click and query logs from SEEK Ltd., one of the world’s leading job seeking and talent search companies, with over 30 million user visits per month in Australia and New Zealand alone. Our results show some fundamental differences compared to standard web search behavior. The following section then outlines some specific research challenges in relation to understanding the intents and goals of job and talent seekers as they search, and mechanisms to improve search performance and experience in these two important contexts.

2 JOB AND TALENT SEARCH

The datasets used to compute the statistics and the main results of our log analysis are described in this section. Note in particular that these datasets are distinct for job and talent search, and for web search. They were generated by different search systems in different time periods, for different populations of users, and with the results presented via different interfaces and pagination. In particular, there are 20 results per page for the job and talent search applications we examine, and 10 results per page in the web search interface.

Logs for Job and Talent Search. SEEK Ltd. (“SEEK” thereafter) is a diverse group of companies, comprising online employment, educational, commercial and volunteer businesses which span across Australia, New Zealand, South East Asia, China, Brazil, Mexico, Africa and the Indian subcontinent. SEEK’s online marketplaces are exposed to approximately 4.1 billion people and more than 30% global GDP. The click and query logs used in this paper are proprietary data from the Australia and New Zealand employment business of SEEK.

The domestic SEEK employment business facilitates candidates to find employment opportunities, and helps hirers to find candidates for advertised roles. Hirers currently pay to have their ads posted on SEEK; then, on the job search side, anyone can access these jobs via the search interface at no cost. Candidates also have the option of registering to create profiles which are used to streamline the job application process. In addition to keywords, a number of search facets are made available to the candidates, including a job classification taxonomy, a location taxonomy, work types, and salary ranges. Each job ad is represented by a title, a short description summarized via bullet points, and some meta-data about the job (including posting date, job location, and classification of the ad). Relevance and posting date (“newest first”) are the two features by which results can be sorted. Candidates click on the job titles in the results page if they wish to read the full content of the job ads or to apply for them.

SEEK also offers hirers the ability to pro-actively search for candidates via their profiles; this product is known as Talent Search. Hirers are provided with the option to filter the search results using a location taxonomy, the work type and salary information from the profiles, companies where a candidate has previously worked, an industry taxonomy, and the candidate’s right to work (visa and citizenship) information. On the search result pages, hirers can contact the candidates by sending them messages or inviting them to apply for jobs. These are known as connection methods.

The datasets used in this paper are in two parts. The first tranche covers overall queries and the clicks by candidates searching job ads in response to search result pages over a 4-month period between January 2016 to April 2016. This set contains about 140M searches by job seekers. The second contains about 1.2M searches by hirers and the connections that were performed over the same period of time.

Logs for Web Search. The frequency of click positions for web search was computed using the click logs provided by Yandex [11]
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The overall pattern is as one would expect, with a considerable emphasis on the first few positions of the first page of results, followed by a steady decline. On the other hand, what is notable in both curves is that the distribution is relatively smooth over page boundaries. Both hirers and job seekers are more likely to click the last document in each SERP page than the one before it, but the usual steep drop-off at page boundaries—a disinclination to load the next page at all—is not present. Another interesting observation is that hirers carrying out talent search activities tend to be more persistent and explore further down subsequent pages than do job seekers in the job search context.

Figure 1 shows the click probability for talent, job and web search. The overall pattern is as one would expect, with a considerable emphasis on the first few positions of the first page of results, followed by a steady decline. On the other hand, what is notable in both curves is that the distribution is relatively smooth over page boundaries. Both hirers and job seekers are more likely to click the last document in each SERP page than the one before it, but the usual steep drop-off at page boundaries—a disinclination to load the next page at all—is not present. Another interesting observation is that hirers carrying out talent search activities tend to be more persistent and explore further down subsequent pages than do job seekers in the job search context.

From the Relevance Prediction Challenge. The public dataset for Russian-language web search contains 340,796,067 records with 30,717,251 unique queries, retrieving 10 URLs each. We used the training set, which consists of 5,191 assessed queries corresponding to 30,741,907 records.

Depth of Clicks. In this section we examine the click frequency of search results in Search Engine Result Pages (SERPs) for talent, job and web search. For each rank position, the frequency of clicks is computed by aggregating all the queries in the dataset, that is, number of clicks divided by the total number of impressions. For each query, SERPs including at least one clicked result are considered.

Figure 1 shows the click probability for talent, job and web search. The overall pattern is as one would expect, with a considerable emphasis on the first few positions of the first page of results, followed by a steady decline. On the other hand, what is notable in both curves is that the distribution is relatively smooth over page boundaries. Both hirers and job seekers are more likely to click the last document in each SERP page than the one before it, but the usual steep drop-off at page boundaries—a disinclination to load the next page at all—is not present. Another interesting observation is that hirers carrying out talent search activities tend to be more persistent and explore further down subsequent pages than do job seekers in the job search context.

Figure 1 also provides the corresponding frequency of clicks for each rank position across the Yandex web search dataset. Positions early in the ranking are again the ones most likely to be clicked. This tendency is common to all types of searches, job, talent, and web, and is known in literature as position bias [5, 15]. In the web search dataset, the frequency of clicks for the last rank position on the page (the 10th position) is similar to the frequencies associated with the 8th and 9th positions, without the up-tick in activity at the end of the ranking. Web search users also tend to click less at the bottom of the ranking than do the job search and talent search users. This difference may be intrinsic, or may be a consequence of the user interface in some way.

Finally, it can be seen that the slope of the frequency graph is steeper for web search than for job and talent search. This may be due to presentation bias, since job results are paginated with 20 documents per page while web result pages contain 10 documents; or, as hypothesized in Section 1, it may be an innate difference in user behavior. We plan to investigate this further as we continue with this project.

Query Popularity. We next analyze the distribution of queries in the three different datasets. For this analysis, a random sample of one million queries was extracted from each one; Figure 2 shows the frequency (normalized by total) of distinct queries for each subset using log-log scales.

The figure shows that the top frequent queries in job search occur substantially more often than in talent and web search. The frequency in job search queries starts decreasing faster than in web and talent search. The rightmost values plotted for the three curves relative to the horizontal axis indicate the different number of unique queries across the three dataset samples. The total number of distinct queries is substantially lower for talent and job search than for web search (note that the figure is in log-scale). This

---

Figure 1: Normalized frequency of click positions in talent search and job search for clicks on the first three pages (20 results per page), and on the first result of the fourth page, and on the first page (10 results per page) for web search.

Figure 2: Rank (log) and normalized frequency (log) of queries in job, talent and web search.
suggests that the long tail effect is less pronounced in the specialized employment domain.

In fact, the total number of unique queries in the samples from the job and talent search logs correspond to the 15% and 20% of the number of distinct queries in the same-sized web search sample, respectively. That is, the queries submitted by job seekers or hirers are substantially less diverse than the queries submitted by users of a web search engine. This trend is similar to that observed by Jansen et al. [4], who compared job-related queries to the entire set of queries submitted to a commercial web search engine. They found that around 60% of the job-related queries used the 100 most frequently occurring terms, whereas in the entire set the proportion is markedly lower, at around 20%.

Query Diversity Within Users. We now explore the diversity of queries submitted by individual users. For all the job seekers and hirers with more than one query in the samples, we computed the number of distinct queries they had issued. Figure 3 shows the distribution of unique queries per user for job and talent search.

The box-plots show that hirers submit a higher number of different queries than job seekers. In fact, job seekers tend to repeat the same queries, whereas in talent search 50% of hirers submit more than 10 unique queries. Intuitively, the large variety of roles that recruiters and employees from HR departments have to hire influences the more varied queries that they use. A job seeker, on the other hand, generally assume a small number of roles over one’s working life. This in turn dictates the range of words that are used for job search. On the web search front, one may expect a higher variability of queries submitted by users – the same user may have several informational, navigational or transactional needs in a same day. Moreover, it is known that users struggle to remember web search queries even after a relatively short amount of time [12].

Figure 3: Query diversity within users for job and talent search.

3 FUTURE CHALLENGES

The observations above show that job and talent search have different characteristics from standard information search tasks. Hence, existing click models and evaluation frameworks designed primarily for web search may not translate to this domain. For both job and talent search, the quality of a result tends to be significantly more nuanced and important, hence: (1) searchers (job seekers or hirers) tend to filter results more carefully; (2) searchers care about the “freshness” of results (that is, results not previously seen) for a given query; (3) certain aspects of a query have different weights (for example, location). Overall, searchers tend to spend more time on examining a set of search results, and will pose more queries for a given need.

Specific questions to be investigated for this class of search problems include:

- Are click models used for web search [3] applicable to job search? Are the biases observed in web search for clicks also occurring in job search?
- How can user behaviour and user satisfaction be modelled from analyzing interactions in job search logs? [9, 13]
- How should job search be evaluated? Can job seeking evaluation models [6, 8] inform the evaluation of job search engines?

Click models [3] are valuable to describe behavior of web users by defining a set of rules in order to simulate user interactions with the search system. These models have a wide range of application in Information Retrieval, including predicting user clicks for A/B testing experiments, inferring document relevance and defining click based evaluation metrics.

Finally, a searcher may have different goals for posing the same query: for instance, in a job search portal, a user may be a genuine job seeker or may just be monitoring the market to research salary ranges for certain positions (this may also be done by a talent seeker). An evaluation framework should consider such differences in order to properly account for user search intent and thereby effectively measure the success of the search.

Addressing these challenges in the context of job and talent search could potentially inform investigations into other complex search tasks such as searching for cars or properties in the automotive and real estate domains. As in the employment domain, such search tasks are part of a decision making process that involves high costs (e.g., buying a house). Therefore, the users are more likely to invest in the search process.

4 CONCLUSION

Job and talent search have become increasingly offered as effective online services. However, little work has been done to understand users’ search behavior in these verticals. Our initial exploration suggests that the assumptions we have with regard to user models, ranking factors and success metrics in web search may not hold true for job and talent search. Ongoing and further work – which will include deeper analyses of substantially larger click and query logs from one of the most popular online employment marketplaces – will shed some light on the problem of modeling users’ behavior and satisfaction for job and talent search.
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